Sins of the Mother

Popularity and fame have created a
glimmering facade in Shanna OBrians
world, but when the spotlight fades, even
her success fails to penetrate the darkness
of reality. Faced with the heartrending loss
of her mother and the man who fashioned
her country music career, Shanna must
return to the place where her dreams have
been both nurtured and shattered,
Morningsong Estates. Upon the death of
his father, Shannas ex-husband, Joshua
Morgan, is now in control of her record
label and proclaims to her that he loves her
still. This unsettling revelation, coupled
with Shannas need to reclaim possession of
a life she has too often surrendered to
others, leads her down a path of
self-discovery that is cruelly threatened by
unseen forces.
Can the mayhem
surrounding Shanna be resolved despite her
fledging faith in herself, her God, and the
man determined to redeem her trust?
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